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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Cats are prepping for Hurricane Harvey! 

	 As Hurricane Harvey approaches, cats are thinking about different 
ways they could prep for it. Rudy is already armoring up her house, but not 
for war. She is putting water resistant tarps on the roof, and is building some 
drainage pipes to pump water out of any flooded areas of her house. All the 
water will go into a very deep well, which Rudy installed just yesterday. 
However, Rudy is not the only one prepping.


	 Judy has thought about where she wants her stronghold to be. She is 
thinking the basement, and has started seriously armoring it up. The first 
thing she did was coat the walls in concrete, so that water couldn’t get in. 
Then, she attatched a large tank of fresh, chilled water to the wall. She bolted 
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Image above - Juliet, 
who is thinking about 
armoring up her house. 
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up a couple of fans around the room, for air 
circulation. Then, Judy brought her kittens’ beds 
down to the basement, and plopped them down 
on a large rug. Judy brung her mini fridge down 
to the basement, where she stocked it with all 
the necessary foods and provisions. She 
attatched a bicycle to the wall, so that kittens 
could pedal it and make electricity. The 
electricity also powered the fans, so if kittens 
were hot, they had to pedal a bicycle to stay 
cool. 


	 This wasn’t enough for Judy though, 
because she bought a tub and brought it down 
to the basement. One end of the basement had 
the tub in it, so that kittens, Judy, and Max could 
stay clean. Many cats thing Judy did too much, 
but Judy doesn’t care. She wants to be ready for  
Hurricane Harvey when it arrives. However, 
many cats are taking different approaches, such 
as Harvey.


	 Harvey is planning to do things to prep 
for the hurricane that no other cats are doing. 
Harvey has rented a large camper and is busy packing his stuff into it. He is 
telling Makenna, North, Reposado, and Juliet to come with him, but they want 
to stay with their house. They also probably don’t want to go because of the 
fact that the kitchen and extra bedroom are covered in bags of sugar cubes 

(Harvey wants to make sure he has enough 
energy). Also, Harvey kind of wants the camper 
to himself, despite his calls for his family to 
come with him.


	 As many cats prep and prep and prep for 
Hurricane Harvey, it is nearly upon them. The 
first winds are expected to strike overnight, so 
cats are getting ready for a very, very tough day 
ahead of them. We are a bit worried too, and 
just so that we can monitor each cat, we have 

snuck a camera into each cat’s home. Hopefully they don’t find out until the 
issues are out.


	 Subscribe again for more on Hurricane Harvey!
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Image above - Judy, 
who’s tired after a 
long day’s work. 

“Does anyone 
think a video 
game console is 
vital to survival?” 

 - JUDY, WHO’S CONTEMPLATING 
SNEAKING IN HER VIDEO GAME 
CONSOLE
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